Cynet Partner Program

Cynet 360 overview
Cynet transforms breach protection, replacing legacy stacks of multiple security products with a single platform that consolidates and integrates endpoint, network and user protection.

The Cynet partner program
Cynet views partners as its true force multipliers and dedicates focused efforts to build power relationships to drive mutual business at scale.

Cynet’s partners get continuous support by Cynet’s Marketing, Sales and Technical teams, to ensure rapid and efficient sales cycles from initial meeting to production deployment.

Key Benefits

- **Rapid Time to Value**
  Cynet smart agent auto-deploys itself with full environment coverage in minutes.

- **Single Consolidated Platform**
  Cynet 360 provides the widest offering in a single platform to cater to multiple use cases and security needs.

- **Complete Attack-Surface Coverage**
  Coverage from endpoint, user and network-based attacks in a single solution.

- **24x7 Security Team**
  Cynet’s world-class analysts and researchers are available 24x7 for any customer-related issue.

- **Flexible Deployment Options**
  Full protection with on-premise, cloud and hybrid solutions.

Cynet Partner Program

Solution providers & resellers
Resell a highly differentiated platform that comprises both native integration of NGAV, EDR, Network Analytics, UBA Rules and Deception functionalities, as well as 24/7 SOC services.

MSPS & MSSPS
Provide a full breach protection service with a cost-effective single platform that converges critical endpoint, user and network security functionalities, which otherwise would require multiple products to deliver.

Incident responders & consultants
Use Cynet 360 for free, to accelerate and optimize your response workflows with lightspeed visibility into investigated environments, advanced forensic tools, automated threat detection and a complete set of remediation actions.
Stop breaches. Stop working late.
With the unified cybersecurity platform built for lean IT security teams

Protector™
Prevention, Detection, IT & Security Operations
Prevents and detects threats using the combined capabilities of NGAV, EDR, NDR, UBA, Deception and more.

Responder™
Automated Investigation and Response
Automates all required investigation and response actions across the environment.

EndPoint Protection: Unmatched protection against advanced endpoint threats, including NGAV, device control, critical resource protection and more.


CSPM & SSPM: Monitor and correct SaaS and Cloud application configuration errors to eliminate security risks.

IT & Security Operations: Extensive operational functions natively included, such as IT Hygiene, Vulnerability Management and asset inventory capabilities.

Correlator™
Log Management and Event Correlation
Collects and correlates alert and activity data into actionable incidents, providing essential SIEM capabilities.

CyOps™ 24/7 MDR
Continuous Monitoring and Response
A world-class managed detection and response team making sure you are safe and secured.

Centralized Log Management: Collects and integrates critical log data needed for threat analysis using a powerful query language along with intuitive graphics and dashboards.

Event Correlation: Analyzes signals from native Cynet controls, system logs and any other sources to correlate data into actionable incidents.

Forensics: Investigate threats and conduct threat hunting with instant access to forensic artifacts collected from Cynet agents, logs and other system resources using powerful search and visualization tools.

24/7 Monitoring: Ensures dangerous threats are identified and properly addressed around the clock – ideal for resource-constrained teams.

Incident Response: Assistance in remote Incident Response with investigation, comprehensive remediation plan and guidance.

Threat Hunting: Proactively searches for hidden threats across the environment.

Attack Reports: Written overview and detailed technical insights on attack techniques.